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ABSTRACT
To assist non-specialists in formulating database queries, multiple
frameworks that automatically infer queries from a set of examples
have been proposed. While highly useful, a shortcoming of the ap-
proach is that if users can only provide a small set of examples,
many inherently different queries may qualify, and only some of
these actually match the user intentions. Our main observation is
that if users further explain their examples, the set of qualifying
queries may be significantly more focused. We develop a novel
framework where users explain example tuples by choosing input
tuples that are intuitively the “cause” for their examples. Their ex-
planations are automatically “compiled” into a formal model for
explanations, based on previously developed models of data prove-
nance. Then, our novel algorithms infer conjunctive queries from
the examples and their explanations. We prove the computational
efficiency of the algorithms and favorable properties of inferred
queries. We have further implemented our solution in a system
prototype with an interface that assists users in formulating expla-
nations in an intuitive way. Our experimental results, including a
user study as well as experiments using the TPC-H benchmark, in-
dicate the effectiveness of our solution.
1. INTRODUCTION
It has long been acknowledged that writing database queries in a
formal language is a cumbersome task for the non-specialist. Dif-
ferent solutions have been proposed to assist users in this respect; a
prominent approach (see e.g. [29, 31, 27]) allows users to provide
examples of output tuples, based on which the intended query is
automatically inferred. This approach can be highly effective if the
examples provided by the user are plenty and representative. But
coming up with such a set of examples is highly non-trivial, and
unless this is the case, the system would be unable to distinguish
the true intention of the user from other qualifying queries.
As a simple illustration, consider a user planning to purchase air-
line tickets for a trip. She has rather specific requirements: the trip
should include five countries in South America, visiting each for
a week and staying in Bolivia in the third week and in Argentina
in the fourth, in time for meetings she has scheduled. After view-
ing a list of border crossings (see Table 1), she concludes that Ar-
gentina and Brazil would serve as good end-points for the trip, and
so would Peru and Paraguay. Since airfare to these particular des-
tinations is quite expensive, she is interested in viewing additional
recommendations. However, based only on these two examples of
output tuples, there are many inherently different queries that yield
them as a subset of their results, and there is no reasonable way to
distinguish between these queries. For instance, the trivial query
copying the content of Table 1 also yields these two tuples.
Intuitively, if users would provide some form of “explanations”
for their examples, it could guide the system in identifying the ac-
tual intended query. The explanations should on the one hand be
simple enough so that non-experts are able to specify them (and in
particular their specification should be much easier than query for-
mulation), and on the other hand be informative enough to allow
inference of the underlying query. Continuing our running exam-
ple, an explanation for a pair of end-points involves a description of
actual trips that the user has in mind, and are compatible with the
example end-points. This would in turn limit the queries of interest
to those that not only include the example output, but rather do so
based on criteria that are compatible with the explanation.
We propose in this paper a novel framework for learning queries
from examples and explanations for these examples, a problem that
we refer to as query-by-explanation. The backend of the framework
is based on a formal model for explanations, namely that of prove-
nance semirings [20], a formal problem statement that intuitively
involves “reverse-engineering” queries from their provenance, and
efficient algorithms for the problem in multiple variants. Impor-
tantly, since users can not be expected to understand complex no-
tions of provenance, the framework includes an intuitive Graphical
User Interface through which users specify explanations, by essen-
tially dragging-and-dropping relevant input tuples (the system fur-
ther assists them in this task). The provided explanations are auto-
matically compiled to formal provenance and fed to the algorithms.
The effectiveness of the solution is shown through extensive exper-
iments, including a user study.
Our solution comprises of the following components.
A Formal Model for Explanations (Section 2). We first
need a formal notion of explanations to be attached to examples.
In this respect, we note that multiple lines of work have focused
on the “reverse” problem of the one we consider here, namely that
of explaining query results. The basic idea in all of these works is
to associate with each output tuple t some description of the input
tuples that “cause” t to appear in the output, i.e. they are used by
the query in a derivation that yields t. Different models vary in the
granularity of explanations. For instance, the why-provenance [9]
of t is a set of sets of input tuples, where each set includes the tuples
that have been used in a single derivation. The provenance polyno-
mials model (N[X] in [20]) essentially extends why-provenance to
account for multiplicity: each monomial of a provenance polyno-
mial includes the annotations (intuitively identifiers, for our pur-
pose of use) of tuples participating in a single derivation. Expo-
nents are used to capture that a tuple was used multiple times, and
coefficients capture multiple derivations based on the same set of
variables. Importantly, [19] has shown that these and other models
may be captured through the provenance semirings model [20], via
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different choices of semirings. We use here the provenance semir-
ings model as the underlying model for explanations, and examine
the effect of different semiring choices.
Query-By-Explanation (Section 3). We then formally de-
fine the novel problem of learning queries from examples and their
explanations (termed query-by-explanation). Examples are simply
output tuples, and explanations are, formally, instances of prove-
nance attached to them. We formally define what it means for a
query to be consistent with examples and their explanations. Intu-
itively, we want a query that, when evaluated with respect to the
input database does not only yield the specified example tuples, but
also its derivation of these tuples is consistent with the prescrip-
tion made by the explanation. This is formalized by leveraging
the inclusion property [19] of relations annotated with elements of
ordered semirings. Basing our formal construction on these foun-
dations allows for a “clean”, generic, problem definition.
We then study the query-by-explanation problem, for Conjunc-
tive Queries (CQs; this is a quite standard choice in this context, see
e.g. [27, 31, 24]) and for different semirings used for explanations.
As we discuss below (Section 6), users do not directly specify ex-
planations in a any semiring model (and in fact do not even need
to be aware of these models), but rather only need to understand
the intuitive notion of “cause”, which naturally corresponds to the
reasons they had in mind when choosing examples. Still, the user
specification can be of varying levels of details, which we show to
correspond to different choices of semirings.
Learning from Detailed Explanations (Section 4). We
start by assuming that a detailed form of explanation is given; for-
mally, here we capture explanations as provenance polynomials,
elements of the N[X] semiring. In our example it means that for
each trip the system is aware of all border crossings, including mul-
tiple occurrence of the same crossing, but not of the order in which
they take place (order is abstracted away in semiring provenance).
Also note that not all explanations (trips, in our example) need to
be specified. Technically, a key to generating a consistent query
in this case is to “align” provenance annotations appearing in dif-
ferent monomials, eventually mapping them to constructed query
atoms. Indeed, we show that given a permutation over all anno-
tations appearing in each explanation (formally a monomial in the
provenance polynomial), we can efficiently construct a correspond-
ing atom for each location of the permutation, or declare that none
exists. However, an algorithm that exhaustively traverses all such
permutations would be prohibitively inefficient (EXPTIME both in
the monomials size and in the number of examples). Instead, we
design an efficient algorithm that is careful to traverse combinations
whose number is only exponential in the arity of the output relation,
and polynomial in the number of examples and in the provenance
size. We further adapt it to find inclusion-minimal queries.
Relaxing the Level of Detail (Section 5). WithN[X] prove-
nance, we have assumed complete knowledge of some (but maybe
not all) derivations that support the example tuple. There may still
be a mismatch between the intuition of explanation that the users
have in mind and that of derivations expressed in the N[X] semir-
ing. This mismatch is reflected in the existence of multiplicities
in N[X], i.e. multiple occurrences of the same tuple in an expla-
nation as well as the same explanation occurring multiple times.
Such multiplicities are usually due to the technical operation of the
query, and then they may not be specified in the user-provided ex-
planation. To this end, we note that the model of why-provenance
[9] (captured by theWhy(X) semiring of [19]) is oblivious to such
multiplicities. We show that learning queries from such explana-
tions is more cumbersome: there may be infinitely many queries
that lead to the same Why(X) provenance (with different multi-
plicities that are abstracted away). To this end, we prove a small
world property, namely that if a consistent query exists, then there
exists such query of size bounded by some parameters of the in-
put. The bound by itself does not suffice for an efficient algorithm
(trying allN[X] expressions of sizes up to the bound would be inef-
ficient), but we leverage it in devising an efficient algorithm for the
Why(X) case. We then complete the picture by showing that our
solutions may be adapted to explanations specified in other prove-
nance models for which a semiring-based interpretation was given
in [19].
Implementation Details (Section 6). We have implemented
our solution in a prototype system called QPlain, that allows
users to specify examples and explanations through an intuitive
GUI. Users formulate explanations by simply dragging-and-dropping
input tuples that serve as support for their examples. Importantly,
our GUI assists users in identifying those tuples by limiting atten-
tion to “relevant” such tuples: first, only input tuples that have some
values in common with the provided example tuple are proposed
(intuitively these will correspond to query atoms that contribute to
the head); in subsequent steps, the system will also propose tuples
that share common values with tuples already chosen to appear in
the explanation (intuitively these will e.g. correspond to atoms used
as join conditions). The explanations are automatically compiled
to expressions in the appropriate semiring – intuitively the least
expressive of the supported semirings whose expressive power suf-
fices to capture the supplied explanations — without requiring any
user awareness of semiring model. Finally, the relevant algorithm
is invoked to return a query of interest.
Experiments (Section 7). We have conducted an extensive ex-
perimental study of our system, to asses the feasibility of forming
explanations, the quality of inferred queries (even when very few
examples and explanations are provided), and the computational
efficiency of our algorithms. To this end, we have first conducted a
user study, requesting users to provide examples and explanations
both for some complex pre-defined tasks as well as for tasks of their
choice, with respect to the IMDB movies dataset. Users were suc-
cessful in forming examples and explanations in the vast majority
of the cases, and a small number of examples (up to 4) was typi-
cally sufficient for the system to infer the underlying query. Then,
we have further studied the system’s ability to “reverse-engineer”
TPC-H queries as well as highly complex join queries presented as
baseline in [31]. The queries include multiple joins and self-joins,
with up to 8 atoms and up to 60 variables. In the vast majority of
the cases, our algorithms converged to the underlying query after
having viewed only a small number of examples. Last, further ex-
periments indicate the computational efficiency of our algorithms.
We survey related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give a brief review of the basic notions we use
throughout the paper.
2.1 Conjunctive Queries
We will focus in this paper on Conjunctive Queries (see e.g.
[21]). Fix a database schema S with relation names {R1, ...,Rn}
over a domain C of constants. Further fix a domain V of vari-
ables. A conjunctive query q over S is an expression of the form
trip(x, w) :- route(x, y), route(y, Bolivia),
route(Bolivia, Argentina), route(Argentina, w)
Figure 1: Qreal
T (~u ) : −R1(~v1 ), . . . ,Rl(~vl ) where T is a relation name not in
S. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ~vi is a vector of the form (x1, . . . , xk)
where ∀1 ≤ j ≤ k. xj ∈ V ∪ C. T (~u ) is the query head, de-
noted head(q), and R1(~v1 ), . . . ,Rl(~vl ) is the query body and is
denoted body(q). The variables appearing in ~u are called the head
variables of q, and each of them must also appear in the body. We
use CQ to denote the class of all conjunctive queries, omitting de-
tails of the schema when clear from context.
We next define the notion of derivations for CQs. A derivation
α for a query q ∈ CQ with respect to a database instance D is a
mapping of the relational atoms of q to tuples in D that respects
relation names and induces a mapping over arguments, i.e. if a re-
lational atomR(x1, ..., xn) is mapped to a tupleR(a1, ..., an) then
we say that xi is mapped to ai (denoted α(xi) = ai). We require
that a variable xi will not be mapped to multiple distinct values,
and a constant xi will be mapped to itself. We define α(head(q))
as the tuple obtained from head(q) by replacing each occurrence
of a variable xi by α(xi).
prov. A B
a Argentina Brazil
b Brazil Bolivia
c Bolivia Argentina
d Peru Colombia
e Colombia Bolivia
f Argentina Colombia
g Peru Paraguay
h Argentina Paraguay
Table 1: Relation route
EXAMPLE 2.1. Reconsider our example from the Introduction
of a user planning a trip with specific requirements. Her logic may
be captured by the query Qreal presented in Fig. 1 (route is de-
picted in Table 1). Intuitively, the query outputs all possible end-
points of a trip that includes visits to five countries, the third and
fourth of which being Bolivia and Argentina resp. Now, consider
the result tuple trip(Argentina,Brazil). It is obtained through
two different derivations: one that maps the atoms to four distinct
tuples of route to the four atoms (in order of the atoms, these are
the tuples annotated by f,e,c,a in Table 1), and one that maps the tu-
ple annotated a to the first and last atoms and b,c to the second and
third respectively. Each derivation includes the border crossings of
a trip between Argentina and Brazil that satisfies the constraints.
2.2 Provenance
The tracking of provenance to explain query results has been ex-
tensively studied in multiple lines of work, and [19] has shown that
different such models may be captured using the semiring approach
[20]. We next overview several aspects of the approach that we will
use in our formal framework.
Commutative Semirings. A commutative monoid is an alge-
braic structure (M,+M , 0M ) where +M is an associative and com-
mutative binary operation and 0M is an identity for +M . A com-
mutative semiring is then a structure (K,+K , ·K , 0K , 1K ) where
(K,+K , 0K ) and (K, ·K , 1K ) are commutative monoids, ·K is dis-
tributive over +K , and a ·K 0K = 0 ·K a = 0K .
Annotated Databases. We will capture provenance through
the notion of databases whose tuples are associated (“annotated”)
with elements of a commutative semiring. For a schema S with
relation names {R1, ...,Rn}, denote by Tup(Ri) the set of all
(possibly infinitely many) possible tuples ofRi.
DEFINITION 2.2 (ADAPTED FROM [20]). A K-relation for a
relation nameRi and a commutative semiring K is a function R :
Tup(Ri) 7→ K such that its support defined by supp(R) ≡ {t |
R(t) 6= 0} is finite. We say that R(t) is the annotation of t in R. A
K-database D over a schema {R1, ...,Rn} is then a collection of
K-relations, over eachRi.
Intuitively a K-relation maps each tuple to its annotation. We
will sometimes use D(t) to denote the annotation of t in its re-
lation in a database D. We furthermore say that a K-relation is
abstractly tagged if each tuple is annotated by a distinct element of
K (intuitively, its identifier).
Provenance-Aware Query Results. We then define Con-
junctive Queries as mappings from K-databases to K-relations.
Intuitively we define the annotation (provenance) of an output tuple
as a combination of annotations of input tuples. This combination
is based on the query derivations, via the intuitive association of al-
ternative derivations with the semiring “+” operation, and of joint
use of tuples in a derivation with the “·” operation.
DEFINITION 2.3 (ADAPTED FROM [20]). LetD be aK-database
and let Q ∈ CQ, with T being the relation name in head(Q). For
every tuple t ∈ T , let αt be the set of derivations of Q w.r.t. D
that yield t. Q(D) is defined to be a K-relation T s.t. for every t,
T (t) =
∑
α∈αt
∏
t′∈Im(α)D(t
′). Im(α) is the image of α.
Summation and multiplication in the above definition are done
in an arbitrary semiring K. Different semirings give different in-
terpretations to the operations, as we next illustrate with two im-
portant semirings.
Provenance Polynomials (N[X]). The most general form of
provenance for positive relational algebra (see [20]) is the semir-
ing of polynomials with natural numbers as coefficients, namely
(N[X],+, ·, 0, 1). The idea is that given a set of basic annotations
X (elements of which may be assigned to input tuples), the output
of a query is represented by a sum of products as in Def. 2.3, with
only the basic equivalence laws of commutative semirings in place.
Coefficients serve in a sense as “shorthand” for multiple derivations
using the same tuples, and exponents as “shorthand” for multiple
uses of a tuple in a derivation.
Many additional forms of provenance have been proposed in the
literature, varying in their level of abstraction and the details they
reveal on the derivations. We leverage here the work of [19] that
has shown that multiple such provenance forms may be captured
through the semiring model, with the appropriate choice of semir-
ing. We next show an impotrant such model.
Why(X). A natural approach to provenance tracking, referred to
as why-provenance [9], capturing each derivation as a set of the an-
notations of tuples used in the derivation. The overall why-provenance
is thus a set of such sets. As shown (in a slightly different way) in
[19], this corresponds to using provenance polynomials but with-
out “caring” about exponents and coefficients. Formally, consider
the function f : N[X] 7→ N[X] that drops all coefficients and ex-
ponents of its input polynomial. We then introduce a congruence
relation defined by P1 ≡ P2 if f(P1) = f(P2). Why(X) is then
defined as the quotient semiring of N[X] under this congruence re-
lation (i.e. two equivalent polynomials are indistinguishable).
EXAMPLE 2.4. The provenance-aware result (forN[X] and Why(X))
of evaluatingQreal over the relation route is shown in Table 2. Re-
consider for example the tuple trip(Argentina,Brazil). Recall
its two derivations shown in Example 2.1. Consequently, its “ex-
act” (N[X]) provenance is f · e · c · a+ a2 · c · b. Each summand
corresponds to a derivation, and recall that each derivation stands
for an alternative suitable trip that starts at Argentina and ends at
Brazil. Note that the provenance includes a specification of the bag
of tuples used in each derivation, in no particular order (multiplica-
tion is commutative). If we alternatively store Why(X)-provenance,
we still have summands standing for alternative derivations (trips),
but we further lose track of exponents, i.e. the number of times each
tuple was used (as well as multiple identical derivations, if such ex-
ist). The why-provenance here is f · e · c · a+ a · c · b. Note that it
still specifies the border crossings made during the trip, but we do
not know that a border was crossed twice.
In general, two trips may include the same border crossings, but
in different order (e.g. (Bolivia-Argentina-Bolivia-Brazil-Bolivia)
and (Bolivia-Brazil-Bolivia-Argentina-Bolivia), if the correspond-
ing tuples are present in the database). In N[X] provenance, the
corresponding monomial would have appeared with coefficient 2;
this coefficient would have been omitted in Why(X) provenance.
A B N[X] Why(X)
Argentina Brazil f · e · c · a+ a2 · c · b f · e · c · a+ a · c · b
Peru Paraguay d · e · c · h d · e · c · h
Table 2: Relation trip
3. QUERY-BY-EXPLANATION
We define in this section the problem of learning queries from
examples and their explanations. We first introduce the notion of
such examples, using provenance as explanations.
DEFINITION 3.1 (EXAMPLES WITH EXPLANATIONS). Given
a semiringK, aK-example is a pair (I,O)where I is an abstractly-
tagged K-database called the input and O is a K-relation called
the output.
Intuitively, annotations in the input only serve as identifiers, and
those in the output serve as explanations – combinations of annota-
tions of input tuples contributing to the output.
We next define the notion of a query being consistent with a K-
example. In the context of query-by-example, a query is consistent
if its evaluation result includes all example tuples (but maybe others
as well). We resort to [19] for the appropriate generalization to the
provenance-aware settings:
DEFINITION 3.2. [19] Let (K,+K , ·K , 0, 1) be a semiring and
define a ≤K b iff ∃c. a+Kc = b. If≤K is a (partial) order relation
then we say that K is naturally ordered.
Given two K-relations R1, R2 we say that R1 ⊆K R2 iff
∀t.R1(t) ≤K R2(t).
Note that ifR1 ⊆K R2 then in particular supp(R1) ⊆ supp(R2),
so the notion of containment w.r.t. a semiring is indeed a faithful
extension of “standard” relation containment. In terms of prove-
nance, we note that for N[X]and Why(X), the natural order corre-
sponds to inclusion of monomials: p1 ≤ p2 if every monomial in
p1 appears in p2. The order relation has different interpretations in
other semirings, still fitting the intuition of a partial explanation.
We are now ready to define the notion of consistency with respect
to a K-example, and introduce our problem statement. Intuitively,
trip(x, y) :- route(x, z), route(w, y),
route(t, r), route(k, l)
Figure 2: Qgeneral
we look for a query whose output is contained in the example out-
put, and for each example tuple, the explanations provided by the
user are “reflected” in the computation of the tuple by the query.
DEFINITION 3.3 (PROBLEM STATEMENT). Given aK-example
(I,O) and a conjunctive query Q we say that Q is consistent with
respect to the example if O ⊆K Q(I). K-CONSISTENT-QUERY
is the problem of finding a consistent query for a givenK-example.
The above definition allows multiple conjunctive queries to be
consistent with a given K-example. This is in line with the con-
ventional wisdom in query-by-example; further natural desiderata
w.r.t. to the query, and are studied in Section 4.3.
We next demonstrate the notion of consistent queries with re-
spect to a given K-example.
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider Table 2, now treated as anN[X]-example.
Each monomial corresponds to a trip that fits the constraints that
the user has in mind, serving as an explanation that the user has
provided for the trip end-points. Consistent queries must derive the
example tuples in the ways specified in the polynomials (and possi-
bly in additional ways). The queryQreal from Figure 1 is of course
a consistent query with respect to it, since it generates the example
tuples and the provenance of each of them according toQreal is the
same as that provided in the example. Qreal is not the only consis-
tent query; in particular the query Qgeneral presented in Fig. 2 is
also consistent (but note that this particular query is not minimal,
see further discussion in Section 4).
In the following section we study the complexity of the above
computational problems for the different models of provenance.
We will analyze the complexity with respect to the different facets
of the input, notations for which are provided in Table 3.
Ex K-example
I Input database
O Output relation and its provenance
m Total number of monomials
k Number of attributes of the output relation
n (Maximal) Number of elements in a monomial
Table 3: Notations
4. LEARNING FROMN[X]EXPLANATIONS
We start our study with the case where the given provenance
consists of N[X] expressions. This is the most informative form of
provenance under the semiring framework. In particular, we note
that given the N[X] provenance, the number of query atoms (and
the relations occurring in them) are trivially identifiable. What re-
mains is the choice of variables to appear in the query atoms (body
and head). Still, finding a consistent query (or deciding that there
is no such choice) is non-trivial, as we next illustrate.
4.1 First Try
We start by describing an inefficient algorithm (Algorithm 1) that
retrieves a consistent query for a given N[X] example. This will
serve for explaining some main ideas of the eventual efficient algo-
rithm, as well as some pitfalls that need to be avoided.
We first (line 1) “split” the different monomials so that we obtain
pairs (ti,Mi) where ti is a tuple andMi is a monomial with coeffi-
cient 1. To achieve that, we generate multiple copies of each tuple,
Algorithm 1: First (Inefficient) Try
input : An N[X] example Ex = (I,O)
output: A consistent query Q or an answer that none exists
1 Let (t1,M1), ..., (tm,Mm) be the tuples and
corresponding provenance monomials of O ;
2 Let n be the size of each monomial ;
3 Perms← AllPermutations(O) ;
4 foreach pi ∈ Perms do
5 if pi is inconsistent then
6 Continue to the next permutation;
7 Cover ← ∅;
8 foreach attribute A of O do
9 foreach j < n do
10 Let M j1 , ...,M
j
m be the tuples corresponding
to the provenance atoms in the j’th place of
each monomial in pi ;
11 LetR denote the relation name of
M j1 , ...,M
j
m;
12 if ∃A′ ∈ R ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m ti.A =M ji .A′ then
13 Cover ← Cover ∪ (A, j,A′) ;
14 if all attributes of O appear in Cover then
15 return BuildQuery(Cover) ;
16 Output “No consistent query exists”;
one for each monomial (a monomial with coefficient C is treated
as C equal monomials).
Then, the goal of the algorithm is to generate query atoms while
mapping the provenance annotations to generated query atoms, in
a way that is consistent and realizes (“covers”) the head attributes.
To this end, a first approach is to consider (Line 3) all possible per-
mutations of the annotations in every monomial (a single permu-
tation here includes an permutation of the annotations in M1 and
an permutation of the annotations in M2, and so on). Note that the
need to consider multiple permutations stems from the possibility
of multiple occurences of the same relation (self-joins). For each
such permutation (Lines 4-16) we try to compose a corresponding
query, as follows. We first check that the permutation is consistent
(Lines 5–6) which means that (1) for every location j, the atoms
appearing in location j of all monomials are all annotations of tu-
ples appearing in the same input relation (otherwise no query atom
can be the source of all of them); and (2) every two occurrences of
the same monomial are ordered in a different way (otherwise the
required multiplicity will not be achieved). If the permutation is
consistent, we consider the head attributes one by one (Line 8), and
for each such attribute A we try to find a corresponding body atom
and attribute. For that we try every location j in the monomial or-
dering (Line 9), and for each such location we “collect” the input
tuples corresponding to the j’th atoms of all monomials (Line 10).
The head variable for A may fit any attribute of the j’th atom, so
we need to consider every such attribute A′ of the relation R of
the corresponding tuples (Lines 11-13; such a relation exists due to
the consistency of the permutation). This attribute is a good fit for
the head variable if this is the case for every example monomial. If
such a good fit was found, then the variable assigned to the head
attribute A will appear as the A′ attribute of the j’th atom, and we
continue. If all head attributes are covered in this fashion, then we
generate the corresponding query (Lines 14-15) assigning a query
atom to each location in the ordering and placing each head vari-
able for attribute A in the location of the covering attribute A′. In
contrast, if after considering all orderings, no such cover is found,
then we conclude that no consistent query exists.
1 2 3 4
f e c a
a a c b
d e c h
First perm.
1 2 3 4
f a c e
a a c b
d h c e
Second perm.
Table 4: Two Permutations in Ex. 4.1
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the three monomials in our running
example (two of them belong to the provenance of the same tuple,
and are “split” by the algorithm). Two of the permutations are
depicted in Table 4. The first fails in “covering” all head attributes:
the second output attribute consists of the values [Brazil, Brazil,
Paraguay] (in order of the output tuples), but no index 1 ≤ j ≤ 4
in the permutation is such that the input tuples whose annotations
appear in the j’th column of the permutation have these values
appearing in any attribute A′ (so the condition in line 12 is not
met). In contrast, the second permutation yields a cover for both
head attributes: the first attribute is covered for j = 1 (via the first
input attribute) and the second attribute is now covered for j = 2
(via the second input attribute). Therefore, the condition in line
14 will hold, and the algorithm will generate the query Qgeneral
shown in Figure 2.
Pitfalls. There presented algorithm has two pitfalls. The first is
that it is prohibitively inefficient: it traverses all n!m possible per-
mutations of monomials. The second pitfall is that the query gener-
ated by the algorithm is a very general one, i.e. it does not account
for possible joins or selection criteria that may appear in the query.
In fact, as exemplified above, the query may include “redundant”
atoms, while an alternative consistent query may be minimal.
We next address these pitfalls. We start by presenting an efficient
variant of the algorithm. Then, we show how further constraints
may be inferred, to obtain a “tight” fit to the examples.
4.2 An Improved Algorithm
We present an alternative algorithm that avoids the exponential
dependency on n and m. An important observation is that we can
focus on finding atoms that “cover” the attributes of the output re-
lation, and the number of required such atoms is at most k (the
arity of the output relation). We may need further atoms so that the
query realizes all provenance tokens (eventually, these atoms will
also be useful in imposing e.g. join constraints), and this is where
care is needed to avoid an exponential blow-up with respect to the
provenance size. To this end, we observe that we may generate a
“most general” part of the query simply by generating atoms with
fresh variables, and without considering all permutations of parts
that do not contribute to the head. This will suffice to guarantee a
consistent query, but may still lead to a generation of a too general
query; this issue will be addressed in Section 4.3.
We next detail the construction, shown in Algorithm 11. Again,
we separate monomials similarly to Algorithm 1, but this time not
duplicating monomials with coefficient greater than 1 (see a ded-
icated treatment of coefficients below). We then start by picking
two tuples and monomials (see below a heuristic for making such
a pick) and denote the tuples by t1 and t2 and their provenance by
M1 = a1 · ... · an and M2 = b1 · ... · bn respectively. Our goal
is to find all “matches” of parts of the monomials so that all output
attributes are covered. To this end, we define (Line 2) a full bipar-
tite graph G = (V1 ∪ V2, E) where each of V1 and V2 is a set of n
Algorithm 2: )
input : An N[X] example Ex = (I,O)
output: A consistent query q or an answer that none exists
1 Let (t1,M1), ..., (tm,Mm) be the tuples and
corresponding provenance monomials of O ;
2 (V,E)← BuildLabeledGraph((t1,M1), (t2,M2)) ;
3 foreach consistent matchings E′ ⊆ E s.t. |E′| ≤ k do
4 if ∪e∈E′ label(e) = {1, . . . , k} then
5 Q← BuildQueryFromMatching(E′, Ex) ;
6 foreach 1 < j < m do
7 if not consistent(Q, tj ,Mj) then
8 Go to next matching ;
9 return Q ;
10 Output “No consistent query exists”;
11 ]FindConsistentQuery (N[X])
nodes labeled by a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn respectively. We also
define labels on each edge, with the label of (ai, bj) being the set
of all attributes that are covered by ai, bj , in the same sense as in
lines 12-13 of Algorithm 1: an output attributeA is covered if there
is an input attribute A′ whose value in the tuple corresponding to
ai (bj), matches the value of the attribute A in t1 (respectively t2).
We then (lines 3-4) find all matchings, of size k or less, that
cover all output attributes; namely, that the union of sets appearing
as labels of the matching’s edges equals {1, ..., k}. As part of the
matching, we also specify which subset of the edge label attributes
is chosen to be covered by each edge (the number of such options
is exponential in k). It is easy to observe that if such a cover (of
any size) exists, then there exists a cover of size k or less. We
further require that the matching is consistent in the sense that the
permutation that it implies is consistent.
For each such matching we generate (line 5) a “most general
query” Q corresponding to it, as follows. We first consider the
matched pairs ai, bj one by one, and generate a query atom for
each pair. This is done in the same manner as in the last step of
Algorithm 1, except that the query generation is done here based on
only k pairs of provenance atoms, rather than all n atoms. To this
end, we further generate for each provenance token ai that was not
included in the matching a new query atom with the relation name
of the tuple corresponding to ai, and fresh variables. Intuitively,
we impose minimal additional constraints, while covering all head
attributes and achieving the required query size of n.
Each such query Q is considered as a “candidate”, and its con-
sistency needs to be verified with respect to the other tuples of the
example (Line 7). One way of doing so is simply by evaluating
the query with respect to the input, checking that the output tuples
are generated, and their provenance includes those appearing in the
example. As a more efficient solution, we test for consistency of
Q with respect to each example tuple by first assigning the output
tuple values to the head variables, as well as to the occurrences of
these variables in the body of Q (by our construction, they can oc-
cur in at most k query atoms). For query atoms corresponding to
provenance annotations that have not participated in the cover, we
only need to check that for each relation name, there is the same
number of query atoms and of provenance annotations relating to
it. A subtlety here is in handling coefficients; for the part of prove-
nance that has participated in the cover, we can count the number
of assignments. This number is multiplied by the number of ways
to order the other atoms (which is a simple combinatorial compu-
tation), and the result should exceed the provided coefficient.
Choosing the two tuples. For correctness and worst case com-
plexity guarantees, any choice of tuples as a starting point for the
algorithm (line 1) would suffice. Naturally, this choice still affects
the practical performance, and we aim at minimizing the number of
candidate matchings. A simple but effective heuristic is to choose
two tuples and monomials for which the number of distinct val-
ues (both in the output tuple and in input tuples participating in the
derivations) is maximal.
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Figure 3: Matchings for Example 4.2
EXAMPLE 4.2. Reconsider our running example. Assume that
the monomials f · e · c · a and d · e · c · h were picked for graph
generation. Figure 3a depicts a matching of size 2 where the first
attribute of input tuples f and d covers the first output attribute,
and the second attribute of input tuples a and h covers the second
output attribute. Generating a query based on this matching results
in the queryQgeneral from Figure 2. The algorithm now verifies the
consistency of Qgeneral with respect to the third monomial by as-
signing the output tuple to the head, i.e. assigning x toArgentina
and y to Brazil, and returns Qgeneral. Two different matchings
(one including only the edge (a,a) and another one including (a,a)
and (f,a)) are presented in Figure 3b.
Complexity. The algorithm’s complexity isO(n2k ·m): at most
nk matchings are considered; for each matching, a single query is
generated, and consistency is validated in O(nk) for each of the m
example tuples. We have avoided the exponential factor in n andm
and instead the exponential factor only involves k, which is much
smaller in practice. Can we do even better? We can show that if
P 6= NP , there is no algorithm running in time polynomial in k.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Deciding the existence of a consistent query
with respect to a given N[X] example is NP-hard in k.
4.3 Achieving a tight fit
We have now developed an efficient algorithm for deciding the
existence of a consistent query, and computing one if exists. Still,
as exemplified above, a downside of the algorithm is that the gen-
erated query is very general. A natural desideratum (employed in
the context of “query-by-example”), is that the query is “inclusion-
minimal”. This notion extends naturally to K-databases.
DEFINITION 4.4. A consistent queryQ (w.r.t. a givenK-example
Ex) is inclusion-minimal if for every queryQ′ such thatQ′ (K Q
(i.e. for every K-database D it holds that Q′(D) ⊆K Q(D), but
not vice-versa), Q′ is not consistent w.r.t. Ex.
To find inclusion-minimal queries, we next refine Algorithm 11
as follows. We do not halt when finding a single consistent query,
but instead find all of those queries obtained for some matching.
{{r = k}, {w = l}, {t = z}}
{{r = k}, {w = l}}
{w = l} {r = k} {t = z}
Figure 4: Part of the lattice in Example 4.6
For each consistent query Q, we examine queries obtained from Q
by (i) equating variables and (ii) replacing variables by constants
where possible (i.e. via an exact containment mapping [1]). We
refer to both as variable equating. To explore the possible com-
binations of variable equatings, we use an algorithm inspired by
data mining techniques (e.g., [4]): in each iteration, the algorithm
starts from a minimal set of variable equatings that was not yet de-
termined to be (in)consistent with the example. E.g., in the first
iteration it starts by equating a particular pair of variables. The al-
gorithm then tries, one-by-one, to add variable equatings to the set,
while applying transitive closure to ensure the set reflects an equiv-
alence relation. If an additional equating leads to an inconsistent
query, it is discarded. Each equatings set obtained in this manner
corresponds to a homomorphism h over the variables of the query
Q, and we use h(Q) to denote the query resulting from replacing
each variable x by h(x).
Importantly, by equating variables or replacing variables by con-
stants we only impose further constraints and obtain no new deriva-
tions. In particular, the following result holds, as a simple conse-
quence of Theorem 7.11 in [19] (note that we must keep the number
of atoms intact to be consistent with the provenance):
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let Q be a CQ over a set of variables V .
Let h : V 7→ V ∪ C be a homomorphism. For every N[X]-example
Ex, if Q is not consistent with Ex, then neither is h(Q).
Consequently, the algorithm finds a maximal set of variable equat-
ings that is consistent with the query, by attempting to add at most
O(k′2) different equatings, where k′ is the number of unique at-
tributes in the body of Q. We record every query that was found to
be (in)consistent – in particular, every subset of a consistent set of
equatings is also consistent – and use it in the following iterations
(which again find maximal sets of equatings).
Checking for consistency. This check may be done very ef-
ficiently for query atoms that contribute to the head, since we only
need to check that equality holds for the provenance annotations
assigned to them. For other atoms we no longer have their consis-
tency as a given and in the worst case we would need to examine all
matchings of these query atoms atoms to provenance annotations.
EXAMPLE 4.6. Reconsider our running example queryQgeneral;
a part of the lattice is depicted in Figure 4. The algorithm starts by
considering individually each pair of variables as well as pairs of
variables and constants co-appearing in the two output tuples or in
the tuples used in their provenance. In our example, when consid-
ering the lattice element {r = k}, the algorithm will find that the
query Qr=k (i.e. Qgeneral after equating r and k), is still consis-
tent. Next, the algorithm will find that equating l, w in Qr=k also
yields a consistent query so it will proceed with Qr=k,w=l, etc. Of
course, multiple steps may yield the same equivalence classes in
which case we perform the computation only once. Three more
equalities, namely t = z, r = ‘Bolivia′ and w = ‘Argentina′
may be employed, leading to the “real” query Qreal in Fig. 1. Any
further step with respect to Qreal leads to an inconsistent query,
and so it is returned as output.
Choosing a Single Query to Output. For each consistent
query found by Algorithm 2, there may be multiple inclusion-minimal
queries obtained in such a manner (though the number of such
queries observed in practice was not very large, see Section 7).
If we wish to provide a single query as output, we may impose
further criteria. A particularly important consideration here is the
“syntactic” minimality (in the sense of Chandra and Merlin [10]) of
the inferred query. This is a desirable feature of the inferred query,
but there is a subtlety in this respect when considering provenance:
N[X] provenance is not preserved under syntactic minimization (in
particular, we may get less atoms than specified in the provenance).
We can thus check candidate queries for syntactic minimality, and
prefer those that satisfy it (if any). Testing for minimality via the
algorithm of [10] is quite costly (exponential time in the query
size), but we run it only on consistent inclusion-minimal queries
whose number is small. Finally, if multiple inclusion-minimal and
syntactically-minimal consistent queries are obtained, a natural and
simple heuristic that we employ is to prefer a query with the least
number of unique variables.
5. LEARNING FROM Why(X)-EXAMPLES
We next study the problem of learning queries from Why(X)-
examples. Such explanation is often easier for users to provide, but
is in turn more challenging for query inference.
5.1 Challenges and First try
A natural approach is to reduce the problem of learning from
a Why(X)-example to that of learning from an N[X]-example.
Recall that the differences are the lack of coefficients and the lack of
exponents. The former is trivial to address (we simply do not need
to check that coefficients are realized), but the latter means that we
do not know the number of query atoms. Surprisingly, attempting
to bound the query size by the size of the largest monomial fails:
PROPOSITION 5.1. There exists aWhy(X) example for which
there is no consistent conjunctive query with n atoms (recall that n
is the length of the largest monomial), but there exists a consistent
conjunctive query with more atoms.
It is however not difficult to show a “small world” property,
based on a looser bound.
PROPOSITION 5.2. For any Why(X) example, if there exists
a consistent query then there exists a consistent query with k + r ·
(n − 1) atoms or less, where r is the number of distinct relation
names occurring in the provenance monomials.
Intuitively, there are at most k atoms contributing to the head.
The worst case is when only one “duplicated” annotation contributes
to the head, and then for each example there are at most n − 1 re-
maining annotations. If the query includes a single relation name
(r = 1), then a query with at most n − 1 more atoms would be
consistent. Otherwise, as many atoms may be needed for each re-
lation name. Together with our algorithm for N[X], Proposition
5.2 dictates a simple algorithm that exhaustively goes through all
N[X] expressions that are compatible with the Why(X) expres-
sions appearing in the example, and whose sizes are up to n + k.
This, however, would be highly inefficient. We next present a much
more efficient algorithm.
5.2 An Efficient Algorithm
An efficient algorithm for finding CQs consistent with a given
Why(X) provenance is given in Algorithm 3. The idea is to tra-
verse the examples one by one, trying to “expand” (by adding atoms)
candidate queries computed thus far to be consistent with the cur-
rent example. We start (Line 1), as in the N[X] case, by “split-
ting” monomials if needed so that each tuple is associated with a
single monomial. We maintain a map Q whose values are candi-
date queries, and keys are the parts of the query that contribute to
the head, in a canonical form (e.g. atoms are lexicographically or-
dered). This will allow us to maintain only a single representative
for each such “contributing part”, where the representative is con-
sistent with all the examples observed so far. For the first step (line
2) we initializeQ so that it includes only (t1,M1) (just for the first
iteration, we store an example rather than a query). We then tra-
verse the remaining examples one by one (line 3). In each iteration
i, we consider all queries in Q; for each such query Q, we build a
bipartite graph (line 6) whose one side is the annotations appearing
in Mi, and the other side is the atoms of Q. The label on each edge
is the set of head attributes covered jointly by the two sides: in the
first iteration this is exactly as in the N[X] algorithm, and in subse-
quent iterations we keep track of covered attributes by each query
atom. Then, instead of looking for matchings in the bipartite graph,
we find (line 7) all sub-graphs whose edges cover all head attributes
(again specifying a choice of attributes subset for each edge). Intu-
itively, having e edges adjacent to the same provenance annotation
corresponds to the same annotation appearing with exponent e, so
we “duplicate” it e times (Lines 8-10). On the other hand, if mul-
tiple edges are adjacent to a single query atom, we also need to
“split” (Lines 11-13) each such atom, i.e. to replace it by multiple
atoms (as many as the number of edges connected to it). Intuitively
each copy will contribute to the generation of a single annotation
in the monomial. Now (line 14), we construct a query Q′ based on
the matching and the previous query “version” Q: the head is built
as in Algorithm 2, and if there were x atoms not contributing to the
head with relation name R in Q, then the number of such atoms in
Q′ is the maximum of x and the number of annotations in Mi of
tuples in R that were not matched. Now, we “combine” Q′ with
Q′′ which is the currently stored version of a query with the same
contributing atoms (lines 15- 16). Combining means setting num-
ber of atoms for each relation name not contributing to the head to
be the maximum of this number in Q′ and Q′′.
Complexity. The number of keys in Q is exponential only in k;
the loops thus iterate at most m · nk · nk · (n + n2) times, so the
overall complexity is O(nO(k) ·m).
Achieving a tight fit. Algorithm 3 produces a set of candidate
queries, which may neither be syntactically minimal nor inclusion-
minimal. To discard atoms that are “clearly” redundant, we first try
removing atoms not contributing to the head, and test for consis-
tency. We then perform the process of inclusion-minimization as in
Section 4.3 (note that Why(X)-inclusion was shown in [19] to be
characterized by onto mappings which is a weaker requirement).
EXAMPLE 5.3. Reconsider our running example, but now with
the Why(X) provenance given in Table 2. If we start from the two
monomials of the tuple (Argentina,Brazil) then we generate a
bipartite graph with V1 = {f, e, c, a} and V2 = {a, b, c}, and ob-
tain three options for covering: E′1 where the edge (a, a) covers
attributes {1, 2}, E′2 where additionally (f, a) covers {1}, and E′3
where (a, a) covers {2} and (f, a) covers {1} (the latter two are
options relevant to the same sub-graph). When we continue with
Algorithm 3: FindConsistentQuery (Why(X))
input : A Why(X) example Ex
output: A set of consistent queries (possibly empty, if
none exists)
1 Let (t1,M1), ..., (tm,Mm) be the tuples and
corresponding provenance monomials of Ex ;
2 Q ← {NULL : (t1,M1)} ;
3 foreach 2 ≤ i ≤ m do
4 foreach Q ∈ values(Q) do
5 Q ← Q− {Q} ;
6 (V1 ∪ V2, E)← BuildGraph(Q, (ti,Mi)) ;
7 foreach sub-graph E′ ⊆ E s.t. |E′| ≤
k and ∪e∈E′ label(e) = {1, . . . , k} do
8 foreach provenance annotation a in Mi do
9 if a is an endpoint of more than one edge
in E′ then
10 E′ ← split(E′, a) ;
11 foreach atom C ∈ Q do
12 if C is an endpoint of more than one edge
in E′ then
13 E′ ← split(E′, C) ;
14 Q′ ← BuildQuery(E′, Q);
15 Q′′ ← Q.get(contribs(Q′)) ;
16 Q.put(contribs(Q′), combine(Q′, Q′′)) ;
17 return values(Q) ;
E′1, no duplication is performed, and we get a query Q with a sin-
gle R(x, y) atom contributing to the head, and three most general
atoms. Then, we match Q to d · e · c · h, resulting in a sub-graph
matching R(x, y) to both d, h. This will lead to a split of the atom
toR(x, z) andR(w, y) that will appear in the final query, together
with the three most general atoms. After variables equating and
removing redundant tuples, we obtain Qreal. The same query will
be obtained in different ways if choosing E′2 or E
′
3.
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Figure 5: Subgraphs for Example 5.3
5.3 Additional Semirings
To complete the picture, we next show how to adapt our algo-
rithms to explanations taken from semirings (presented in [19]) ad-
ditional to N[X] and Why(X).
Trio(X) and B[X]. Recall that N[X] keeps both coefficients
and exponents, and Why(X) drops both. Other alternatives in-
clude the Trio(X) semiring where coefficients are kept but expo-
nents are not, and the B[X] semiring where exponents are kept but
coefficients are not. For Trio(X) we can employ the same algo-
rithm designed for Why(X) (Algorithm 3), with a simple mod-
ification: upon checking consistency of a candidate query with a
Figure 6: System architecture
Figure 7: Examples screen
tuple, we further check that there are as many derivations that use
the tuples of the monomial as dictated by the coefficient (as done in
Section 4.2). For B[X] we adapt the algorithm of N[X], omitting
the treatment of coefficients.
PosBool[X]. The semiring of positive boolean expressions is de-
fined with + and · defined as disjunction and conjunction respec-
tively. If the expressions are given in DNF, then our algorithm for
Why(X) may be used here as well: the only difference is the pos-
sible absorption of monomials (a + a · b ≡ a), but we already
assume that only a subset of the monomials are given. If the ex-
pressions are given in an arbitrary form there is an additional (ex-
ponential time) pre-processing step of transforming them into DNF.
Last, designing an effective solution for the lineage model [12]
is left as an important task for future work.
6. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented our algorithms in an end-to-end system
prototype called QPlain (to be demonstrated in the upcoming
ICDE [14]), implemented in JAVA with JAVAFX GUI and MS SQL
server as its underlying database management system. The system
architecture is depicted in Figure 6: users load and view an input
database, and then provide examples of output tuples (see Fig. 7).
The users further provide explanations through a dedicated inter-
face (see Fig. 8). To form each explanation, users simply drag-
and-drop tuples from the input database, that they intuitively view
as the cause for the example tuple. Internally, the annotations of tu-
ples chosen for each explanation are combined to form a monomial
in the provenance expression.
Importantly, the system assists users in choosing the tuples to
form an explanations. To this end, we observe that (unless the in-
tended query is degenerate in that it has only constants in the head)
each monomial (explanation) must contain at least one annotation
of a tuple that shares at least one value with the example tuple.
Consequently, we first only ask the user to choose an explanation
tuple out of the input tuples that share at least one value with her
example tuple. For instance, in our running example, the user is
first asked to choose either the first or last crossing point of the
Figure 8: Explanation screen
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Figure 9: Partial IMDB schema
trip between the end-points she has given (see more examples in
Section 7.1). Once a first explanation tuple is given, the proposals
for the following one include again tuples that share values with
the example tuple, but now also tuples that share values with the
given explanation tuple (this corresponds to a join condition, e.g. a
second crossing point in our example), and so on.
Once the user explanations are in place, the system “compiles”
it into a provenance expression of the corresponding semring. The
choice of semiring is done automatically; the system assumes the
“simplest” semiring that can accommodate the user-provided ex-
planations: if there are no repetitions then Why(X) is assumed;
if there are repetitions of explanations but not of tuples within an
explanation then Trio(X) is assumed, etc.
Finally, the tuples and explanations (in their “compiled” form)
are directed to either of the algorithms presented in the previous
sections (according to the identified semiring). The algorithm out-
puts a query and this query is evaluated with respect to the underly-
ing database, showing the user the full output set, and allowing her
to add examples and re-run the inference process as needed.
7. EXPERIMENTS
We have performed an experimental study whose goals were to
assess: (1) can users provide meaningful explanations for their ex-
amples? (2) once (a small number of) examples and explanations
are in place, how effective is the system in inferring queries? (3)
how efficient are the algorithms in terms of execution time?
To this end, we have performed two kinds of experiments. The
first is a user study based on the IMDB movies database (a part
of its schema is depicted in Fig. 9); the second is based on the
actual output and provenance of the benchmark queries in [31]. All
experiments were performed on Windows 8, 64-bit, with 8GB of
RAM and Intel Core Duo i7 2.59 GHz processor. We next describe
both experiments and their results.
7.1 User Study
We have examined the usefulness of the system to non-expert
users. To this end, we have loaded the IMDB database to QPlain
(see a partial schema in Figure 9) and have presented each of the
tasks in Table 5 to 15 users. We have also allowed them to freely
choose tasks of the likings, resulting in a total of 120 performed
tasks. The intended queries are presented in Table 6, where the
relation atm stands for ActorsToMovies.
Task
1. Find all actresses
2. Find all movies that came out in 1994
3. Find all of Al Pacino’s movies
4. Find the entire cast of Pulp Fiction
5. Find all documentary films (by having character “Himself”)
6. Find the actors who played in all the 3 movies of The Lord Of The Rings
7. Choose an actor and two movies he played in, and find all actors that played
with him in these two movies
Table 5: User Tasks
Queries
1. ans(t) :- actors(mid, t, ’F’)
2. ans(t) :- movies(mid, t, ’1994’)
3. ans(t) :- atm(mid, aid, c), actors(aid, ’Pacino, Al’, ’M’), movies(mid, t, y)
4. ans(n) :- atm(mid, aid, c), movies(mid, ’Pulp Fiction’, ’1994’), actors(aid, n, s)
5. ans(t) :- atm(mid, aid, ’Himself’), actors(aid, n, ’M’), movies(mid, t, y)
6. ans(n) :- atm(mid1, aid, c), atm(mid2, aid, c), atm(mid3, aid, c), actors(aid, n,
s), movies(mid1, ’The Fellowship of the Ring’, ’2001’), movies(mid2, ’The
Two Towers’, ’2002’), movies(mid3, ’The Return of the King’, ’2003’)
Table 6: Queries (No. 7 depends on user choices, omitted)
In 111 out of the 120 cases, including all cases of freely chosen
tasks, users were successful in specifying examples and explana-
tions, and the interface of QPlain was highly helpful in that.
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider task 6 in Table 5. The examples are
actor names; for every chosen actor name, QPlain has proposed
as explanations only the tuples that included this actor name as one
of its values. In particular, the tuples of ActorsToMovies corre-
sponding to movies in which the actor has played were proposed.
Knowing the underlying task, it was natural for users to choose
the relevant movies, namely the three “Lord Of The Rings” movies.
Once they did that, the tuples of these movies (and not of any other
movie) in the Movies relation has appeared as proposals, allow-
ing their easy selection. A similar case is that of task 3: once a
movie is specified as an example, the system proposes its actors as
possible explanations. The choice of Al Pacino as an explanation
reveals the underlying intention.
In turn, explanations were crucial for allowing the system to fo-
cus on the intended query, even with very few examples (in all cases
users provided at most 4 examples).
EXAMPLE 7.2. Re-consider task 6, and now assume that expla-
nations are unavailable. There would be no way of distinguishing
the underlying query from, for instance, a much simpler one that
looks for the actors of a single Lord of the rings. More generally,
join conditions (or even the fact that a join took place) are in many
cases only apparent through the explanations: another example is
task 3, where examples are simply movie names that typically have
many other characteristics in common in addition to having Al Pa-
cino acting in them. In addition to revealing join conditions, expla-
nations help to learn the query constants: for instance, in task 4,
without explanations, the resulting query could have returned all
actors who played in a movie with Quentin Tarantino.
Out of the 9 cases where users failed to provide examples and ex-
planations, 5 involved difficulties in providing any example match-
ing the task, and 4 involved errors in providing explanations. Out
of the remaining 111 cases, in 98 cases QPlain has inferred the
actual underlying query, and in the remaining 13 cases, it has in-
ferred a “more specific” query (i.e. with extra constants). This for
instance happened when all actors given as examples were males.
We next further analyze the accuracy of QPlain.
7.2 Accuracy
ans(a, b) :- supplier(c, a, add, k, p, d, c1),
partsupp(h, c, v, j, c2), part(h, i, z, q, t, s, e, rp2, c3),
partsupp(h, o, x, n, c4), supplier(o, b, y, w, p2, d2, c5),
nation(k, na1, r, c6), region(r, u, c7), nation(w, na2, r, c8)
Figure 10: Q6
To further examine the effectiveness of the approach, we have
used the system to “reverse engineer” multiple complex queries.
The queries are Q1–Q6 from [31] as well as (modified, to drop ag-
gregation and arithmetics) the TPC-H queries TQ2–TQ5, TQ8 and
TQ10. The queries have 2–8 atoms, 18–60 variables, and multiple
instances of self-joins (We show Q6 for illustration in Figure 10;
the reader is referred to [31, 28] for the other queries). We have
evaluated each query using a proprietary provenance-aware query
engine [15], and have then sampled random fragments (of a given
size that we vary) of the output database and its provenance (we
have tried both N[X] and Why(X)), feeding it to our system. In
each experiment we have gradually added random examples until
our algorithm has retrieved the original query. This was repeated
3 times. We report (1) the worst-case (as observed in the 3 ex-
ecutions) number of examples needed until the original query is
inferred, and (2) for fewer examples (i.e. before convergence to the
actual query), the differences between the inferred queries and the
actual one (we report the differences observed in the “worst-case”
run of the experiment).
The results are reported in Table 7. Observe that for some queries
the convergence is immediate, and achieved when viewing only 2–
5 examples. For other queries, more examples are needed, but with
one exception (TQ4), we converge to the original query after view-
ing at most 19 tuples for the different queries. For TQ4 only a very
small fraction of the output tuples reveal that an extra join should
not have appeared, and so we need one of these tuples to appear
in the sample. Furthermore, even for smaller sets of examples, the
inferred query was not “far” from the actual query. The most com-
monly observed difference involved extra constants occurring in the
inferred query (this has typically happened for a small number of
examples, where a constant has co-occurred by chance). Another
type of error was an extra join in the inferred query; this happened
often when two relations involved in the query had a binary or tri-
nary attribute (such as the “status” attribute occurring in multiple
variants in TPC-H relations), which is furthermore skewed (for in-
stance, when other join conditions almost always imply equality of
the relevant attributes). We have also measured the precision and
recall of the output of the inferred query w.r.t. that of the original
one. Obviously, when the original query was obtained, the preci-
sion and recall were 100%. Even when presented with fewer ex-
amples, in almost all cases already with 5 examples, the precision
was 100% and the recall was above 90%. The only exception was
Q5 with 75% recall for 5 examples.
The results for Why(X) are shown in Table 8. For queries with
no self-join, the observed results were naturally the same as in the
N[X] case; we thus report the results only for queries that include
self-joins (some of the queries included multiple self-joins). When
presented with a very small number of examples, our algorithm was
not always able to detect the self-joins (see comments in Table 7);
but the overall number of examples required for convergence has
only marginally increased with respect to the N[X] case.
7.3 Scalability
Last, we have examined the scalability of our solution. To this
end, we have increased the number of examples up to 6000, which
is well beyond a realistic number of user-provided examples. The
results for N[X] provenance and Q1–Q6 are presented in Figure
11a. The results exhibit good scalability: the computation time for
Query
Worst-case number of
examples to learn the
original query
Difference between original and inferred queries for fewer examples
Q1 (TQ3) 14 Inferred Query includes an extra join on a “status” attribute of two relations. Only 2–3 values are possiblefor this attribute, and equality often holds.
Q2 2
Q3 5 For 2 examples, the inferred query contained an extra constant. For 3 and 4 examples, it included an extrajoin.
Q4 19 For 2 examples, the inferred query included an extra constant. For 3–18, it included an extra join on ahighly skewed “status” attribute.
Q5 11 The inferred query included an extra join on a “name” attribute.
Q6 3 The inferred query included an extra constant.
TQ4 234
The inferred query included an extra join on “orderstatus” and “linestatus” attributes of two relations (they
have two possible values). One of the original join conditions has lead to occurrence of the same value in
these attributes in the vast majority of joined tuples.
TQ10 4 The inferred query contained an extra constant.
TQ2 3 The inferred query contained an extra constant.
TQ5 3 The inferred query contained an extra constant.
TQ8 18 For 2 examples, the inferred query contained an extra constant. For 4-17 examples, the query had an extrajoin between a “status” attribute of two relations.
Table 7: Results for the TPC-H query set and the queries from [31] with N[X] provenance
Query
Worst-case number of
examples to learn the
original query
Difference between original and inferred queries for fewer examples
Q2 2
Q3 5 The inferred query for 2–4 examples did not include self-joins.
Q4 19 For 2–3 examples, the inferred query did not include self-joins. For 4–18 examples, the query had an extrajoin on a “status” attribute.
Q5 13 The inferred query for 2–12 examples did not include self-joins.
Q6 3 The inferred query included an extra constant.
TQ8 18 For 2–3 examples, the inferred query contained an extra constant. For 4-17 the query had an extra join
between a “status” attribute of two relations.
Table 8: Results for the TPC-H query set and the queries from [31] containing self-joins with Why(X) provenance
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Figure 11: Time of computation in milliseconds as a function of
number of examples for N[X]
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Figure 12: Time of computation in milliseconds as a function of
number of examples for Why(X)
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Figure 13: Time of computation in milliseconds of Q6 with a vary-
ing number of consistent matchings for N[X]
6000 examples was 1.3 seconds for Q1 (TQ3), 0.4 seconds for Q2,
2.4 seconds for Q3, 2.3 seconds for Q4 and 1.4 and 2 seconds for
Q5 and Q6 respectively. The performance for the TPC-H queries
(Figure 11b) was similarly scalable: for 6000 examples, the com-
putation time of TQ2 and TQ10 (which are the queries with the
maximum number of head attributes: 8 and 7, resp.) was 1.5 and
1.4 seconds respectively. The number of examples for queries TQ4,
TQ5 and TQ8 was limited due to the queries output size: 2500, 15
and 1000 respectively. The running times for these number of ex-
amples were 0.2, 0.2 and 1.7 seconds respectively.
Next, we have repeated the experiment using Why(X) prove-
nance, and the results appear in Figure 12. In general, the compu-
tation time was still fast, and only slightly slower than the N[X]
case; this is consistent with our theoretical complexity analysis.
Effect of Tuples Choice. Recall that Algorithm 11 starts by
finding queries that are consistent with two example tuples. We
have described a heuristic that chooses the two tuples with the least
number of shared values. The effect of this optimization is demon-
strated in Figure 13 for Q6: our choice leads to a single matching
in the graph, as oppose to a random choice of tuples that has led
to 4 matchings. The average overhead of making such a random
choice, instead of using our optimization, was 56%.
8. RELATED WORK
There is a large body of literature on learning queries from ex-
amples, in different variants. A first axis of these variants concerns
learning a query whose output precisely matches the example (e.g.
[29, 31]), versus one whose output contains the example tuples and
possibly more (e.g. [27, 23, 24] and the somewhat different prob-
lem in [32]). The first is mostly useful e.g. in a use-case where
an actual query was run and its result, but not the query itself, is
available. This may be the case if e.g. the result was exported and
sent. The second, that we adopt here, is geared towards examples
provided manually by a user, who may not be expected to provide
a full account of the output. Another distinguishing factor between
works in this area is the domain of queries that are inferred; due
to the complexity of the problem, it is typical (e.g. [31, 24, 7]) to
restrict the attention to join queries, and many works also impose
further restrictions on the join graph [29, 13]. We do not impose
such restrictions and are able to infer complex Conjunctive Queries.
Last, there is a prominent line of work on query-by-example in the
context of data exploration [26, 7, 2, 6]. Here users typically pro-
vide an initial set of examples, leading to the generation of a con-
sistent query (or multiple such queries); the queries and/or their
results are presented to users, who may in turn provide feedback
used to refine the queries, and so on. In our settings, the number
of examples required for convergence to the actual intended query
was typically small. In cases where more examples are needed, an
interactive approach is expected to be useful in our setting as well.
The fundamental difference between our work and previous work
in this area is the assumed input. Our work is the first, to our knowl-
edge, that base its inference of queries on explanations that form
provenance information. Leveraging this additional information,
we are able to reach a satisfactory query (1) in a highly complex
setting where the underlying queries includes multiple joins and
self-joins, (2) with no information on the underlying schema be-
yond relation names and their number of attributes (in particular no
foreign keys are known; in fact, we do not even need to know the
entire input database, but rather just tuples used in explanations),
(3) with only very few examples (up to 5 were typically sufficient
to obtain over 90% recall, and less than 20 in all but one case were
sufficient to converge to the actual underlying query), and (4) in
split-seconds for a small number of examples, and in under 3 sec-
onds even with 6000 examples. No previous work, to our knowl-
edge, has exhibited the combination of these characteristics.
Data Provenance has been extensively studied, for different for-
malisms including relational algebra, XML query languages, Nested
Relational Calculus, and functional programs (see e.g. [25, 20, 17,
18, 11, 30, 8, 16]). Many different models have been proposed, and
shown useful in a variety of applications, including program slicing
[3], factorized representation of query results [16], and “how-to”
analysis [22, 5].We have focused on learning queries from expla-
nations that are either based on the semiring framework or may be
expressed using it. This includes quite a few of the models pro-
posed in the literature, but by no means all of them. Investigating
query-by-explanation for other provenance models is an intriguing
direction for future work.
9. CONCLUSIONS
We have formalized and studied in this paper the problem of
“query-by-explanation”, where queries are inferred from example
output tuples and their explanations. We have proposed a generic
model, based on the framework of semiring provenance, allowing
explanations of varying level of detail and granularity. We have
further presented efficient algorithms that infer conjunctive queries
from explanations in one of multiple supported semirings. We have
theoretically analysed and experimentally demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of the approach in inferring highly complex queries based
on a small number of examples. Intriguing directions for future
study include further expressive query languages and additional
provenance models including in particular the lineage model.
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